
Quick Tips for Searching the Ku Klux Klan Membership Ledgers’ Index 
This quick tips guide was created for the purpose of providing examples on how to best search 
the KKK Membership Ledger Index and properly navigate to corresponding entries in either 
ledger as well as to a specific address on the Residences Map (if applicable), all of which can be 
found on the Ku Klux Klan Membership Ledgers webpage. 

Please note that entries from both ledgers have been combined together to create the Index, 
which includes 29,635 entries in total. Additionally, there are duplicate names in this index due 
to the same names appearing in both ledgers. Therefore, it is possible that researcher may come 
across multiple entries of the same person. 

Searching in the Index 
There are two primary ways that you can search in the Index. The first method entails a simple 
keyword search by either using the command “Ctrl + F” on your keyboard or selecting the  
icon in the upper right-hand corner of the Index. Please note that if you are searching for a 
common name or a name that could be considered both a first and last name (I.e. “Parker”), then 
you may yield a high number of results. 

The second method for searching in the index is by adopting a “browsing technique” with the list 
of bookmarks that appear on the left side of the screen when selecting the  icon. For this 
method, it is important to note that the index is organized by Last Name, so when you are 
selecting a letter from the bookmarks list, you are navigating to the appropriate section where 
last names begin with that letter.  

In the bookmarks list, you will notice each letter in the alphabet with an arrow (I.e. ). The 
arrow signifies that that there are more options underneath that letter when you click on it. Each 
drop down includes options with the second letter in the last name to help narrow down to the 
correct section. See example below: 

A researcher is interested in seeing all of the names listed in the index with the last 
name “Monroe.” The researcher opens the bookmarks list on the left side of the 
index by selecting the  icon. Next, the researcher clicks on  to expand the 
list further, as seen in the example on the left. By selecting the  bookmark, the 
researcher is brought to page 611 where last names beginning with “Mo” are found. 
Finally, the researcher scrolls down to page 614 where all “Monroe” entries are 
found. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.historycolorado.org/kkkledgers
https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A6a4bc206-86b5-4a99-a442-45790caa9dd2#pageNum=559


Locating the correct entry in the appropriate Ledger 
Once you have found a listing of interest in the index, you can then find the exact entry in the 
appropriate ledger by two different methods: either 1) a search or 2) browsing, similar to what is 
described in the “Searching the Index” section. For the remaining examples, the following Index 
entry will be used (a larger translation with applicable data is available below the screenshot for 
better readability):  

 

Searching in the ledgers 

The first step in searching for an exact entry in the ledger is to utilize the “Ledger Link” that has 
been provided for every entry in the Index. This link will open up the correct Ledger for you to 
navigate through. Please note that the link only opens the ledger PDF and does not open to the 
exact page that the entry is found. Additionally, if you find that the PDF is not opening from the 
link in the index, you may have a “Popup Blocker” setting turned on. You will need to turn this 
off before the PDF will open. 

Once the ledger is open, you can search within the ledger. The easiest way to search is by the 
Application number. To do this, either use the command “Ctrl + F” on your keyboard or 
selecting the  icon in the upper right-hand corner of the PDF. Next, input the number and hit 
the “Enter” key, as seen here:  

 
You can also enter in the name exactly as it appears in the ledger (must use the format “[Last 
Name], [First Name] [Middle Name]”), such as in this example: 

 
Both ways of searching yielded the result below 

 
 

 

Number Last 
Name 

First 
Name 

Middle 
Name 

Residence 
Address 

Residence 
City & State 

Business 
Other 

Ledger 
Link Page 

18474 Mason Earl J 4460 
Quitman Denver, CO* Fire Dept MSS.366.5 332 

https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:bc09e1f4-f3b9-4e4e-a0ec-69e58f752bea


Browsing in the ledgers 

If you find that searching in the index is too cumbersome, you can use a “browsing” method 
instead by utilizing the page number that the entry is found on. Note that the page number listed 
matches the Ledger page number and NOT the PDF page number. However, the page number 
listed in the index is typically only 1 or 2 pages off from the PDF page number, so you should be 
able to scroll to the correct entry. 

In the Index entry example listed above for “Mason, Earl J”, page number 332 is provided. To 
locate this page, we will use the popup menu located at the bottom of the PDF. Please note that 
this menu is not permanently shown. You may need to move your mouse/cursor over the PDF to 
activate this menu. 

 

The “1 / 741”, indicates the PDF page number that you are currently on out of 741 pages total. 
Click on the box with the “1” and type in the correct page number that you are looking for. In 
this case, we are looking for page 332. 

 

The PDF page 332 brings us to Ledger page 331.  

 
 

 

 

 

 



By simply scrolling down one more page, the Ledger page 332 can be found. 

 

Navigating to the correct location on the Residences Map 
The majority of entries found in the MSS.366.5 KKK Membership Ledger contains residence 
addresses, of which were included on the MSS.366.5-KKK Membership Ledger Residences 
Map. This section will use the same example from the previous section for “Mason, Earl J”.  

In order to locate the correct entry on the map, please use the following steps: 

1. Open the map from the Ku Klux Klan Membership Ledgers webpage by clicking on the 

 in the upper right hand corner of the map (shown below). 
 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1Pyfnddh9OB0Ip5KKltGkgPXnFvDlve5s&ll=39.733797984744356%2C-104.97844069144334&z=13
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1Pyfnddh9OB0Ip5KKltGkgPXnFvDlve5s&ll=39.733797984744356%2C-104.97844069144334&z=13
https://www.historycolorado.org/kkkledgers


2. There are 10 layers included in the map. Please note that you can turn off layers by 
selecting the check mark box to the left of the layer. For the purpose of this example, all 
layers will be turned off with the exception of the one that will be used. However, it 
might be beneficial to keep all layers on while conducting your research so that you can 
see all locations and neighbors in relation to the person you are looking for. The layers 
are listed in order as follows: 

a. Historic Buildings & Business Addresses 
b. Application Numbers 12 thru 13507 
c. Application Numbers 13508 thru 15693 
d. Application Numbers 15694 thru 17781 
e. Application Numbers 17782 thru 19886 (layer used for exercise) 
f. Application Numbers 19887 thru 21999 
g. Application Numbers 22000 thru 24017 
h. Application Numbers 24018 thru 26041 
i. Application Numbers 26042 thru 47802 
j. Historic Towns 

3. Find the layer that contains the range that your entry falls within. In this case, we are 
looking for 18474 – Earl J Mason. Therefore, we will be using the “Application Numbers 
17782 thru 19886” layer to locate the correct residence location. 

4. Select the down arrow to the left of “All items”.  

 
5. You’ll notice that this list is organized numerically and contains application numbers and 

names for each entry with an address.  

 

6. Either scroll down the list to the appropriate number or use the “Ctrl + F” command on 
your keyboard to open the “Find” function in your browser. This will take you to the 
exact number/name you are looking for 

 



7. Once you have found the correct entry, click on the number and name. An info panel will 
then open with data from the ledger in conjunction to the map automatically navigating to 
the correct address and location on the map. 

 

8. To return back to the list and the other layers on the map, simply select the back arrow at 
the top of the panel. 


